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INTRCDDCTION

The purpose of a proportional counter spectroji^ter is to detect and

measure the energy and intensity of electromagnetic radiation and nuclear

j«rticles. The significant function is accomplished in the counter tube and

the results, in the form of electrical pulses, are analyzed by electronic devices.

The size of the pulse is proportional to the energy of the incident particle, A

discriiainator is used which can record the number of pulses of a certain size

or which lie within a given interval.

The counter tubes are usually cylindrical idth a \riare along tiie axis of

the cyliiKler, Ihe cylinder is filled to a desired pressure witii a gas or a

mixture of gases and a high voltage is placed across the cylinder and the \j±re

with the wire positive \Jith respect to liie shell. A ^djidow is provided in the

shell to alloi; radiation to reach the interior of the tube.

When a voltage V is applied to the tube whose ^d^e radius is A and \jhoae

inside radius is B, the field intensity E at any point inside tho tube a distance

R from the wire is given Ijy the relation:

V

R In B/T

The field is greatest near the wire ajid for the smallest sizes of wires. Since

high field inte>isities are desired, vdres larger than five-mil are usually not

used, T!ie smallest usable wire size is deterniined by its fragility. IRie length

of the tube is chosen to be long enough that no radiation causes ionization

near the end of the tube where the field is distorted due to the end effect.

As the voltage across the counter is increased froa zero, the counteir

passes through three regions, Kiese are commonly known as the ionization chamber

region, the proportional region and the Geiger region. In the first region, the



electric field wilMn the cliasiber does not accelerate the ions sufficiently to

cause further ionization and the process stops witla the initial ionizing event.

In the second i^ion, the ions have greater acceleration and as they move toward

the anode, they acquire enough enei^ in one mean free paida to C3?oate ionization

by collision with another gas atom. All collisions hereafter vdll produce ioni-

zation and an avalanche is forraed. This continixes until the ionizing electrons

reach the wire and are collected there. Tliey \<rill change the potential of the

wipe hy an amount

dVr ANe

C

vftmve N is the nonber of ion pairs formed by the initial event, A is the nunber

of additional ion pairs formed plus the original ion, ie, the gas amplification,

e is the charge of the ion and C is the distributed capacity of the counter.

The pulse fonaed is much larger but is still proportional to the energy of the

incident particle since the initial enei?gy controls the number of ion pairs

foined by the initial event. In the Geiger region, the entire field within the

counter is of such intensity that all collisions cause ionization. As the nega-

tive ions, in the form of electrons, move toward the anode, the positiire ions

move toward the cathode at a much slower rate. These positive ions fom a space

charge t/hich tends to reduce the field as seen by the electrons and the magnitude

of the ionizing process is quenched. Therefore the height of the pulse is no

longer proportional to the energy of the incident radiation but is controlled

entirely by the positive space chaise. A counter of this kind can be used only

to count the number of paiiiicles producing ionization.

In the proportional region the field is of sufficient raagnitude to cause

ionization only near the anode. This gives a shorter distance to travel for the

electrons than for the positive iois before being collected. This shorter



distance conbiiKsd \d.th tlie greater mobility of the elGctrons aalces tlie collection

time, after initial ionization, of the electrons nmch less than that of the

positive ions. The contribution of the positive ion sheath to the voltage

change at the grid is negligible since the positive ion sheath is collected in

much longer time than is the RC time of the coupling netvroric and the charge

lealca off as quicldLy as it is collected. If the entire pulse is to be considered,

the RC time constant must be large as conparod to the collection time of the

electrons and the positive ions. In practice the contribution of the positive

ions is not considered and hence the BC tiiae constant is laade la3^ only corapared

to the collection time of the electrons. The dead tine or recovery tiiae of the

proposrbional counter is much less than for the Geigor counter, !IMs is attributed

to the fact that in the Geiger region, the positive ion sheath renders the

counter inoperative until it can be collected which is a time of about 100 to 200

micro-seconds as 3?epo3rted by Korff (16), He estimated that the time to collect

"tiie negative ions in a proportional counter is between one-tenth and ten micro-

seconds. In the Geiger counter the discharge taltes place over the entire volun*

of the counter and the large positive icHi sheath renders the entire counter

inoperative until the positive sheath can b^ collected. In the proportional

region, the ionization takes place only over small regions in the tube and the

rest of the -bibe is free to receive additional particles for counting. Therefore

the recovery time in a ccointer is dependent upon such things as geometry of the

counter, voltage, gas filling and the location in the chamber of the initial

ionizing event. If the m±v& is mado anaH, the chamber large, and the chamber

voltage as small as possible and still have sufficient gas gain to obtain re-

producable pulses, then the location of the initial ionization is essentially

eliminated as a variable controlling tlie recovery time since these ideal conditions

mJsB the sensitive region a very small cylindrical volunie about the xrlre and the



elections traveling the very short distaiKje to the anode are collected in a

very short tine, hence tiie recovery time is veiy short.

The distance froci Hie wire that the initial ioniaation occurs detemines

ihe number of inean free paths between the point of ionizaticai and the wire

therely controlling the nmber of collisions and the aiaount of secondary

ionization, i.e., the gas gain, which also deterraines the size of the pulse.

If the ideal conditicms are approached, then essentially all the initial

ionization occurs at the saiae distance from the wire and this factor is elimi-

nated as a function of the pulse height,

k tinifom field is desired so that a constant gas amplification xjill be

EBintained, At the end of the chcmber tlie inside diaoeter is much smaller for

coQstruction reasons and extron^ly large fields are present. Near the end of

the charaber the field is non-«nlfom. To eliminate these effects, the xdjidow

is pit in the center of the clianbor and tl-^e chamber is aade Icng, This insures

that the initial ioniaation will take place in the ixnifona field region near

the center of the chaiabGr.

For particles of energy greater than 150 kev,, the initial ionizaticai

produces pulses of sufficient rakgnitude to bo investigated without any gas gain.

For such particles an ionization chamber can be used. A proportional cotmter

is used for energies lower than this and relies upon gas g&in to obtain pulses

of necessary uagnitude.

The necessary eqixipcient for a proportional counter spectroraeter isj

(1) a stabilized high voltage power supply, (2) a linear high gain amplifier,

(3) a disc3?ininator, (4.) an ioniaation chamber and (5) a pulse counting unit.

The latter was available in satisfactory working order and vrill not be discussed.



PULSE GSNERATCR

To test the high gain linear tnilse amplifier, it was desired to have a

negative pwlse source of stable amplitade and short rise time, The nodel 100

pulse generator as doscrilied hy ELnore and Sands (12) vjas selected. In this

model, positive pulses of short rise time are obtained from the cathode of a

thyratron, acting as a relaxation oscillator, and coupled to the grid of T2

(Plate I) and througli a ,5 micro-second delay line to the grid of T3. T2 is

a cathode follower providing positive pulses for external triggering of an

oscilloscope. The pulse to T3 is delayed so that the test pulse will occur

,5 nicro-second after the trigger pulse, T3 is nonaally cut off and the de-

layed positive pulses are of sufficient amplitude to naJce the tube conduct. The

fast negative pulses at the pl?ite are coupled tlirough the diode T4. to jxLace a

negative charge on 03. IMs cuts off T5 wliich is nomally conducting, 03 mst

discharge through R5 and the tine that T5 is cut off is controlled by R5 and 03,

The diode T4. is biased so that only the steepest part of the positive pulse td.ll

be coupled to T5. This insures that T5 will be cut off very quickly and hence

a very fast positive pulse occurs at the plate, Hiis nsthod of cutting off the

current through a tube and taMng -ttie TJulse frcsa a plate resistor has the

advantages that pOLate voltages before and after the step are very definite and

that pulses fJree from minor oscillations are obtained if no transient effects

are encounto3?ed at the tine the current is cut off, A pentode is used as -Qie

pulse generator \d.th the output taken from the plate where by the screen grid

prevents capacitive coupling from the grid to the plate and overshoots at the

end of the step rise are elirainatod. The output is controlled in part by the

rheostat R7 in the cathode circuit of T5 iMch varies the bias of the tube and

thereby varies the lower dc level of the piositive pulse generated at the plate

and in part by R8 which varies the value of the plate load resistance.



The upper dc level of the pulse is the positive regulated hi^ voltage level

which is connected to ground. The dosired output is a negative pulse so a feed-

back loop of thi«e tubes, employing negative current feedback, having a re-

siiltant gain of lainus one is used. The input to the minus one amplifier is

controlled by a 250 ohm Allen-Bradley linear carbon potentiojneter, R8, used as

a rheostat* It is not possible to emplc^ a precision wire wound potenticHneter on

account of the large parasitic inductance it possesses. In the output a step

attenuator of 150 ohms constant output impedance is used. The output range of

the pulse generator is from 4- micro-volt to one volt using the 100:1 and the

10:1 external attenuators (plate I).

The unit was already constructed but was not functioning properly. The

output, as viewed by a model 514D Tektronix oscilloscope, appeared to have two

discrepancies. Operation appeared to be inteiraittent and motor-boating prevailed*

SeveiuL checlcs localized the intermittent trouble to the relaxation oscillator.

Replacement of the SS^^ tl^rratron eliminated the trouble but no defect of the old

tube could be found 1:^ ciiecking it in a tube tester, !i3ie motor-boating was

localiaed to the vdxaxs one amplifier* Various decoupling networks wei« tried,

shielding was applied, rearrangement of component pairfcs was tried, and even

separate poirer supplies for each stage of the minus one amplifier was tried, but

only one of the decoupling networks ^^s found to eldjninate the trouble, 04 and

R6 was added to tlae minus one amplifier as indicated in Plate I, !Hie output was

now stable as observed with the scope. After two months of contintial operation,

it was noticed that the frequency "jumped" from one value to another. The period

of oscillation for such a circuit is nearly R(Cl-hC2) where R is the sum of the

plate resistors. Replacement of CI elioinated the trouble, A frequency stability

check using a Hewlett-Packard Audio Oscillator and an oscilloscope and the

Lissajous pattern method revealed t!ie following data:



Table 1, Frequency stability of the pulse generator.

Period of elapsed tine * Frequency (cps)

Initial reading 97.6
2 hours 97.6
3 hours 99.3
5 hours 96,4.

8 hours 98.0

This shotJs a frequency variation of 1,2 per cent over a peidod of eight hours.

To calibrate the pulse generator as described in Elxiore and Sands (12), the

angular position of the dial on the potentiometer and the value of the plate

current are varied until the dc voltage between the point P and the ground supply

bus agrees with the reading of the dial. The resistance shuntJJig the meter is

then adjusted to make the laeter read full scale. It \/as intended that for any

future use of the generator, the only calibration adjustment necessary is to

adjust the meter-set, R7, until the iMter reads full scale. In this calibration

it vras assuiaed that tlie inversion aiaplifier had a gain of minus one so that the

output of the pulse generator had the aoxsQ ssagnitud© as that at tlie plate of T5

but of opposite polarity. This no longer vas truo since insertion of the de-

coupling netwoik to eliminate the notor-boating decreased the gain of tlie minus

one amplifier to minus ,7^7 by increasing ttic feedback fraction. This made it

necessary to have the output of T5 1.34- tiroes the desired generator output. The

probable error in reading the neter x-tas about 2 percent. The step attenuator

resistances as measured with an iagxjdance bridge showed a variation of 8 percent

for the .01 step, 3 percent for the .02 step, 1.2 percent for the .05 step,

.6 percent for the ,1 step and .2 percent for the ,2 step. If the inversion

aimpLifier were to be a niinus one amplifior, it woiild have been necessary that the

cathode feedback resistance be the same as the sum of the plate resistances in

V8, As this no longer was the condition, the variation of the cathode resistance



was not considered important. The precision vdth xjhich the Allen-Bradley

potentiometer could be calibrated was about 2 percent. The variations in the

step attenuator resistances would have laade it necessaiy to have the Allen-Bradley

potentiometer calibrated for each step. This was not done, but was calibrated

for the unity step.

Since the magnitude of the output pulse is deteindned by the conducting

level of the plate of T5 and since this tube is normally conducting and is cut

off by the fast negative pulse at its grid, the stability of the magnitude of

the output pulse vra,s checked by checking the stability of the conducting level

of the plate of T5, To keep T5 conducting, it was necessary to remove the

negative pulse which cuts it off by removing ^3, A Leeds and Korthorp type Kl

potentiometer and a Leeds and Northrop model 2420A galvanooeter was used to

determir« the IR drop from point P to the ground supply bus. The following data

was taken with the loeter-set and the Allen-Bradley potentiometer kept constant.

Table 2, Stability of the pulse height of the pulse generator.

Elapsed time t IR drop (volts) : Percentage variation

Initial reading 1.19580 0,000
1 day 1.19973 0,328
2 days 1.20379 0.666
3 days 1.20238 0.663
A days 1.20718 0.943
5 daya 1.21106 1.260

After several months of operation, the poise output was observed visually

to have an amplitude variation of about 10 percent which varied at a i^te of

about two tines per minute. Replacement of V3 was found to eliminate the trouble.

The pulse shape is indicated in Fig. 1.
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HIGH VOLTAGE PaJER SUPPLY

ThB high vcHtage supply to be used was a regulated positive 5 kilo-volt R.F.

power supply as described by Adaris (l), VJhen a positive supply is used as the

source of high voltage for tlie central wire of the cotmter tube, any ripple in

the power supply output is coupled to the grid of the pre-amplifier input and is

seen in the amplifier output. For this reason it was desired to convert the

supply for a negative output. To do this the plate and cathode connections of

V9 (Plate II) were interchanged. It was also necessary to change the output of

the first difference amplifier from the plate of VIB to the plate of VIA so

that the output would regulate in the proper manner. It was not necessary to

change the polarity of the filter condensers as they were not electrolytic. The

grid of VIB had to vary about a value of -/-105 volts and still be used for the

negative input to the difference amplifier. To accomplish this the high voltage

bleeder netwoi^c vras ungrounded and iretumed to positive 300 volts regulated

throu^ R33, R34., and R35 which gave appropriate biasing. The positive 300 volts

was obtained from tvro VR150 tubes Vll and V12, The meter ML was connected in

series to indicate the bleeder current, R35 was selected to be 30,000 ohias to

provide an IR drop of proper magnitude to be measiired by a potentiometer to check

the stability of the poxrer supply. It is to be emphasized that R35 be inserted in

the bleeder network so as to be as close to ground potential as possible to prevent

insulaticm leakage of current to chassis and potentiometer. A stability check of

the povier supply by measuring the IR drop across R35 using a Leeds and Northrop

type KL potentiOKjeter and a Leeds and Northrop model 242QA galvanometer showed a

variation of 10,75 percent over a period of 6 hours. A check revealed -ttiat the

screen voltage of the R. F. oscillator tube was 400 volts. The bias of VIB was

changed so that the regulation point of the screen voltage would be 310 volts as

prescribed. The 30,000 ohm resistor R35 which was originally carbon was replaced
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with a iiire wound resistor so that any variation rneasured would not be due to

its change in value. By toucliing tho control shaft of the potentionster in the

grid circuit of VIB, the point of regulation of the screen grid voltage of fhe

R, F. oscillator could be changed so the potentiometer was reooved and fixed

resistors inseirted in its place. With these corrections, a stability check showed

a variation of .32 percent over 5 hours. Since the underside of the chassis be-

came very warm, the solid aluminum bottom was replaced with -^ inch screen mesh

in an attempt to ventilate it, A stability check notr showed a variation of

,52 percent over a period of 4- hours. The solid alumiraim bottom was chosen in

place of the screen mesh, A stability check now indicated the following data:

Table 3. Stability of the R, F. power supply.

Elapsed period of time : Bnf across R35 (volts) : Percentage variation

0,000
0.116
0,258
0,3il7

0.282
0,827

Initial reading 1,13413
1 day 1.13550
2 days 1.13710
3 days 1.13316
k dasrs 1.13598
5 days 1.12770
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AJEPLIFIER AI© HIEAI-IPIJFIER

The amplifier to be used with a proportional counter should be linear,

stable, have a high gsdn and a high signal to noise ratio. It is usually

impractical to have the complete aniplifier near the radiation soxurce so a pre-

amplifier \d.th a connecting cable is used. The amplifier and preamplifier chosen

is a general purpose linear amplifier model Al as described by Jordan and Bell

(13). In this model the voltage at the grid of the input tube is the time

integral of the signal current. The signal is then amplified in the preamplifier

until it is larger than the noise of the preamplifier and then differentiated in

the preamplifier before being applied to the main amplifier. The main amplifier

consists of two feedback loops and a cathode follovrer and employs negative

cxirrent feedback. For a feedback loop such as this, the resultant gain is given

by the expression

where K is the nominal gain of the amplifier without feedback and B is the

feedback fraction, A three position band\Adth selector is provided which varies

the frequency and amplitude response L- controlling the feedback coupling in the

first loop. The nominal gain was made large so that ICB is much greater than unity

and the resultant gain is directly proportional to the reciprocal of the feedback

fraction. Under these conditions, small signals are amplified in the same iratio

as large signals and variations In tube quality have veiy little effect on the

resultant amplification. Thus the amplifier is stable and linear. The calculated

resultant gain of each stage is 100 for the wideband position. An output pulse

height of 100 volts can be obtained.

The preamplifi.er integrator circuit consists of the capacity of the ioni-

zation chamber plus distributed capacity and a grid resistor. There is a
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decaying of the signal voltage as the condenser discharges throu^ this resistor*

UpOTi differentiation of this negative pulse an overshoot is produced. Even

though this overshoot is small compared to the signal size which produced it, it

becomes large when the amplifier gain is increased to investigate smaller signals

in the presence of larger ones. Ihis causes grid current to be drawn at the grid

of V5 (Plate IV) thereby blocking the amplifier for a period of time following

this. Thus there were long tine intervals in \ihich all signals were either gi^atly

altered in magnitude or were absent entirely. For these reasons the ariplifier

was modified as suggested by Magee, Bell, and Jordan (18),

In the preamplifier the following modifications were made:

1. The cathode bypass condenser of V2 (Plate III) was renoved because the

short time constant produced additional overshoots,

2. The bias of V3 was increased by increasing the voltage at the cathode of

V3 so that larger negative signals could be tolerated without overload. This

was done by making R3 larger,

3. A gennanium diode was inserted at the grid of YU to Umit the raaxijnum

signal height. This is adjusted by the voltage divider netwoife Rl and R2 in the

grid of V4. so that maximum amplifier output was obtained with the gain of the

amplifier at a ainimum. This utilized full coverage of the amplifier range wito-

out liinitation.

4-. TJie variable differentiator input in the main amplifier i/as removed and

a fixed differentiator C3 and R2 at the grid of V4. was inserted. Although no

bandswitch is provided, the coupling condenser C3 should be 33 micro-OTLcrofarad

for the 2.0 Mc bandwidth, 33^ micro-microfarad for the ,5 Mc bandwidth, and .0033

microfarad for the ,1 Mc bandwidth.

5. Resistors RA and R5 irere inserted in the screen circuits of V3 and V4,

to suppress parasitics,

6. Larger coupling condensers CI and C2 were inserted.
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The only other corrections necessary in the preamplifier v;ere to replace Jl

with a standard Arsphenol connector so that coajdLal cables could be connected

directly to the preamplifier to prevent 60 cycle pickup and to try several 6AK5

tubes for VI to find one with the least amount of noise.

The main amplifier was modified as follows:

1, A direct connecticm was made at the nain amplifier input in place of the

variable differentiator input,

2, Three sets of gerraaniura diodes were installed to clip the under- and

overshoots,

3, A coupling network CI, R3, and R4, was installed to give the gerraanium

diodes a coupling condenser upon which to act,

U* Resistors were added to the screen circuits of V6 and V7 to suppress

parasitics,

5, A ,6mh, choke L2 was added in sei-ies with the filament lead supplying

fllanent curarent to the preamplifier.

The germanium diodes are not sensitive to signals smaller VoBXi -^ volt so an

arrangenent referred to as an an^jlified diode was used to overcome this. For

such a circuit the diode was connected from the grid of one stage to the succeed-

ing grid of the next stage. If the amplification of the stage was A, -ttien the

diode saw a signal (AH) times the input signal. By choosing the polarilqr of the

diode p]?operly the undershoot or overshoot was clipped. The signal across the

back resistance of the diode was also (A-B.) times as large and effectively the

beak resistance of the diode was reduced by this amount thereby causing a re-

duction in the nominal gain of the loop. This reduction in ncwainal gain caused

Idle product KB to be comparable to unity and the resultant gain of the loop vjas

neither linear nor stable. To congjensato for this the authors suggested the

following:
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1. Use regenerative feedback within the loop by inserting a 3.3MBgohm

resistor from the grid of V3 to the grid of VI,

2, Reduce the gain of the loop by reducing the feedback resistance.

The first of these was tried and found that oscillations prevailed and the

amplifier blocked for any value of resistance vMch produced noticable increase

in nominal gain. The second method was not tried.

The amplifier and pi^amplifier were previously constructed and the nuadifi-

cations suggested by the authors were already made. However, the overall an^xLifier

was not stable, was not linear, the gain was too low, and oscillations prevailed.

It was found that repositioning of components in the first loop and shielding

the feedback netwoik and SI from the rest of the amplifier eliminated the

oscillations. Further investigations showed the gain of the second loop to be

very nearly 100 and the gain of the first loop to be reduced considerably. It was

found that bypassing the cathode of V3 with a 150 microfarad 50 volt condenaer

increased the nominal gain of the first loop noticeably. It vjas also found that

Cl was 100 micro^nicrofarad instead of ,001 microfaarad as called for. These

corrections greatly increased the gain of the amplifier and it was linear as

nearly as could be determined visiially with the scope. For an antplifier output

range from 15 to 100 volts, a more accurate linearity check was made by comparing

the gain of the araplifier for small pulses to the gain of the anplifier for large

pulses. The input pulse size vas laeasured with the calibrated dial of the pulse

generator and the output pjlse size was measured with the pulse height selector.

This method showed no variation in gain of the amplifier but it must be subject

to the probable error of the calibrated dial,

A visual check with the scope indicated that the amplifier gain was not stable

over a period of time. The amplifier was turned on its side and a large fan was

used to cool the underside of the chassis, A stability check showed the variation
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to be 3«72 percent over a period of one day. A stability check with the

germaniiim diodes removed from the first loop only showed a variation of ,318

percent over a period of 3 days. This indicated that the back resistance of the

gennaniuia diodes was changing with temperature and was causing the gain to vary.

This has been reported before in articles dealing with semiconductors such aa

that by Itorton (20), Installation of a small blower fan on the underside of the

chassis v/as tried as a method of keeping the gerraaniun diodes at the same

teniperature but IMs resulted in a variation of 5 percent over a period of 6 hours.

Removal of the genaanium diodes and insertion of 6AL5 irdnature tube diodes 'W12

and V13 was tried, A 60 cycle pickup was present now and was traced to 'the first

diode V12 in the fii^t loop. A dc filament supply for this tube elininated the

pickup. This was inconvenient so elimination of the pickup was tried. It was

found that if a shielded filament load was used and if the half of the diode that

has its pin connections as far removed firom the fila-^ent pins as possible is also

used, the pickup could be eliminated. This resulted in using diode pin connections

1 and 7, grounding pin 3 and using pin 4- as the filament connection. Figure 3

shows the stability of the amplifier graphically and the mnaerical results are

listed in Table 4^ The variatiorus listed in the third column are subject to the

variations of the pulse generator also as the data was taJcen by allovTing the

amplifier and pulse generator to run continuously \d.thout alteration. The

variations due to the pulse generator are taken from Table 2 and are listed in

the fourth column.

Table U, Stability of the amplifier.

Elapsed Time :
Pulse Height . Total Percentage , Pulse Generator

.
(volts) * variation * variation (^

"initial reading ^^^m 0^500 OTJOO
^

1 day 5^,75 1,88 0.328
3 days 54-. 25 2,78 0.663
^ days 54..00 3.23 0,943
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It was believed that the back resistance of the germanium diodes in the

second loop also changed but was less realized because of their position at

the end of the amplifier.

The authors of the raodification also suggested the addition of a .25inh.

choke in the plate circuit of V5 to improve the anplifier linearity for large

pulses on the iddeband position. This was tried and osclllaticms resulted.

It was believed that the auttiors had intended that the output be taken from

the plate side of the choke instead of from the side they indicated. This

vas also tried ani no effect could be noticed.

Other data concerning the jjerfoirnance of the amplifier is listed below

in Table 5. The calibrated dial of the pulse generator \ra,s used to lasasure the

input pulse size and the pulse height selector was usod to measure the output

pulse size. The scope was used to observe the noise level of the amplifier.

Table 5» Gain and noise level of the amplifier.

Bandwidth ; Gain : Noise level (mioro-volt)

2.0 Mc 8,34. X lof- 20
0,5 Mc 1.13 X 105 18.5
0,1 Mc 1.10 X 105 18,5

Figure 2 shows the output pulse for the bandwidths.
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POISE HEIGHT SELECTOR

The data of a proportional counter is plotted as energy versus intensity.

The amplitade of the output pilso is proportic»ial to the energy of the incident

radiation and the number of pulses per xinit tiiae is indicative of the intensity*

Biese relationships wei^ obtained from the amplifier output by a puloe height

selector, A record of the nunbor of pulses per unit ticio having a given amplitude

will be indicative of the intensity of the energy corresponding to this pulse

height. If this is repeated for all possible pulse heights, the desired plot will

evolve, Actxially, discrete pulse heights were not selected but a range of pulse

heights knovm as the channel width was used. This range could be varied from

to 100 volts \diich was the range of the amplifier outixit*

The positive output of the amplifier was fed to tubes VI and V4. of the

pulse height selector (Plato V) which irere normally cut off. Their bias was

varied by Rl, R3, R8, and Rll. R3 was a General Radio type 314- wire wound linear

potentiometer. The dial of R3 was calibrated from to 200. The dial was

positioned on the shaft of R3 by setting the novable awn to the ground position

for a dial reading of 200. The dial v.-as calibrated by adjusting Rl Tintil the

potential on the arm of the potentiometer weis at 100 volts for a dial setting of

zero. The screwdriver adjustment R6 determined the channel width. With the pulse

generator as a source, a 50 voli output pulse from the amplifier, zero channel

width, and the dial set to 100, R8 and Rll were adjusted until VI and V2,

respectively, just began to conduct, Tliis was observed by connecting the scope

to the plates of V2 and V5, respectively. When VI conducted, a positive pulse

of large amplitude was fed to the grid of V3A which caused it to conduct heavily

and placed a large positive charge on C2. This biased V3B so that any pulse

from V7 did not cause it to conduot, When V^. conducted, the positive output from
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V5 vas delayed and differentiated before being applied to the gild of V3B,

As the rise time of the amplifier output pulse was not zero, V4. began conducting

before VI. To insure that no output pulse appeared if coincidence occxirs,

i.e., VI and V4, both conduct, the delay was introduced so that the bias \jas

applied to V3B before the signal frora the delay. The time constant of R18 and

C2 was Made large enough that the bias remained until after the delayed pulse

had arrived at the grid of V3B. Thus an 6utput from the pulse height selector

was observed only \itien a signal appeared at the grid of V3B without the bias,

i.e., vdien V4. was triggered and VI was not. The difference in triggering points

of -ti^se tiro tubes was controlled by the channel width potentiometer R6. R9

was adjusted just below the point that an output was observed from the pulse

height selector lAen coincidence occured and V5 was removed. This adjustment

assured that the reduced differentiated pulse from the delay would have maximum

amplitude.

The unit was already constructed on the main amplifier chassis but was

not stable. It could be made to function properly but could not be relied

upon to continue in this manner, T'^o discrepancies were noticed. When curves

of counts per unit tirae versus dial setting was plotted over a period of time,

the id.d1di of the distribution and the peak of the distribution was observed

to change. It vas possible that a variation in amplifier gain was causing the

position of the peak to change. It was found that the voltage at the arm of

the potentiometer R3 was varying over a period of time whereas the supply

voltage did not. This indicated that the resistors in the voltage divider

network were changing in value. A check reveled that Rl was a carbon

potentiometer and that R2 tra,s a deposited carbon resistor. Deposited carbon

resistors are precision in value but do not have an exceptionally low temperature

coefficient. Replacement with wire wound resistors eliminated the variation.
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Further inspection revealed that no wire wound resistors were employed in any of

the trigger circiiits. Replacement of R4, R5, R7, RS, RIO, Rll, R12, R13, and

RI4. with wire wound resistors followed and the stability of the xinit can be seen

in Fig, 3 by noting the width and shape of the distribution curves taken over a

l^riod of A days. The front edge of the curve is determined by the conducting

point of V4. and tl» back side of the cuinre is determined by the conducting

point of VI, If these t\ro edges remain the same distance apairb then -Uie channel

\d.dth is stable. The only other variation that could occur is for the peak point

to change. For this to occur the potential at the arm of R3 naist change and this

does not occur as previously reported.

The sensitivity of the adjustment of the large variable resistors In the

grid circuits of V2 and V5 was too great and replaceraent of them with large

fixed resistors and small variable resistors proved very helpful.

The monitor was used to count the total number of poises that caino through

the amplifier. Its output was negative to operate the counting units available.

One advantage of the inonitor output ovor the amplifier output for counting

purposes was that its bias could be adjusted above the noise of the amplifier

and thVLB count only actual pu3.se s.
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THE COONTSR TUBE

Two cylindrical tubes were available for tests. One had an inside diameter

of 4 inches and was 16,5 inches long. The other had an inside diameter of 3

inches and was 13 inches long. Both had 3 ndl tungsten wires and a 1 rail circular

€Q.uininuia window -^ inch in diameter. Other construction details are described by-

Adams (l),

Ti«) radioactive sources were available. One was an Fe^^ K-capture isotope

which endts 5.86 and 2,7 kev Manganese X-rays. The other was a Radium D source

which has 9.5 and 13,5 kev Bi X-rays and a -46,4, kev gaima ray.

Two peaks veie expected to be seen in the plot of pulse size versus counts

per unit time when the Fe^^ source was used. However, no peaks wore ever fovaad.

The large aiid small tubes were tried vrith their initial unknown gas fillings.

The amplifier gain ^jas adjusted so that the largest pulses due to the source were

being investigated. The following table indicates the conditions that were tried.

Table 6. Coabinationa tried for initial gas fillings of the coimter tubes.

Tube used ; Source ; Chamber voltage ; Amplifier gain

Sraall Radium D 18^^ 1,30 X 10^
Small Radium D 1880 1,0^ X 10*
Small Fe5;^ 1750 l.OA X lof
anil Pe55 1725 2,08 X lof
anil Fe55 I690 2,08 X lOf
lATge Pe55 1690 1.04 X 10^

Amplifier gains wore vaided to investigate the entire energy range, Rerioval of

the source removed the pulses (except for those due to cosndc radiation wliich

produce extremely large pulses) and thearefore indicated that spurious p^ses due

to corona discharge were not present.

Plateau curves (fig, 4.) of counts per unit time versus tube voltage were made

for the long chamber with its initial gas filling in order to operate the tube
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xrell vdthin the proportional region. It was found that anything less than 1750

volts would be satisfactory for the initial gas filling.

The large tube was refilled with ethyl alcohol and tank argon. Table 7 shows

the combinations tried.

Table 7. Combinations tried for ethyl alcohol and argon fillings.

nv,w. c.«,^.« . Gas pressure . (en H-.) .
Tube voltage

Tube : Source : Alcohol * Argon (volts)

H^ i^ll 3.0 58 1500

LarS Fe55 3.4 15 1500

Large Ha D 3.4 15 1500

Referent e to other articles on the subject shows that the gas filling usually

used was 15 cm of niethane plus 60 cm of argon. Pure laethane was not available so

a filter system of concentrated sodiuia hydroxids and concentrated sulfuric acid

was set up to filter line methane. Again various combinations, listed in Table 8

were tried.

Table 8, Conibinations toied for r^tliane and argon fillings.^

Tube : Source
Gas pressure (cm Hg.l : Tube voltage

Methane ; Argon ; (volts)

"U^ '

Fte55 iFIo 60 2400

Snail Fe55 13.5 60 2175

Small Fe55 13.5 60 2620

Small Ra D 13.5 60 2260

The large chamber was disassembled and loose aluminum filings were found over

the interior of the tube. A previous worker, Adams (l), reported wrapping the

glass insulators of the chamber \d.th aluminum foil to reduce collection of static

charges on it. Apparently the gases reacted with tlie altiminum. This had be«i

reported before by Korff (15). The glass insulators were coated \d.th aquadag as

suggested by Curran, et al (3) to reduce static accumulation, the counter was

cleaned with pure alcohol, and new wire was installed in the chamber. Accuracy

of the centering of the wire was not determined. The tube was filled to 15 cm
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of methane and 58,2 cm of argon anrl operated at 2410 volts. Trials vere mad© with

the Fe^5 source and also x/ith Molybdenma target X-ray tube operated just aboro

the K shell ionizing potential but no peaks were found.

Figure 5 is a plot of counts per 50 seconds through the pulse height

selector versus the pulse height for the Fe^^ source. The channel vddth wao

1.5 volt, the tube voltage was 1500 volts, the medium bandwidth was used, and

the tube was filled to 3 cm of ethyl alcohol plus 58 cm of argon. The shapes

of these curves are typical of those produced for all the preceedlng data.

The variation in the position of the curves is significant of the stability

of the entire equipnent and shows the reliability v/ith ijhich they could be re-

produced over a period of 2 days.
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SDMMIRY

A pulse generator for use in testing the amplifier aaid pulse hei^t

selector has been laade stable. The performance of the anplifier has been

greatly increased. The power supply has been converted for negative output.

Stability of the pulse height selector has teen increased. The stability of

each unit has been determined.

No positive information using the proportional tube has been obtained

but many tests vero performed and many troubles eliminated idiich reduce the

possibilities of trouble in securing the desired information.
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The purpose of this project was to obtain a proportional counter spectrometer

which could be used to investigate low energy radiation and nuclear particles.

This involved a counter tube in which the radiation or jxirticle was detected, a

high voltage power supply to operate the counter tube, a high gain linear amplifier

to amplify the signals produced in the counter tube, a pulse height selector to

convert the amplifier output into usable data and a pulse generator to test and

calibrate the amplifier and pulse height selector.

The equipment was previously constructed and the high voltage power supply

and pulse height selector functioned but not satisfactorily. The pulse generator

and the amplifier were not functioning. The first step was to correct and calibrate

the pulse generator so that a pulse source was available to test the amplifier

and pulse height selector. After the pulse generator was made to function, tests

were made to locate the troubles of the amplifier and to improve the performance

of the pulse height selector. The high voltage power supply \ms ccaiverted for

negative output. An X-ray tube and two radioactive isotopes were used as sources

for investigation. The tube was filled wildi several ratios of pressures of ethyl

alcohol and argon and methane and argon. The amplifier gain was varied over a

large region in order to investigate the ontire energy range. Plateau curves were

made in order to operate the counter tube well within the proportional region.

The results of the counter appeared to be a continuous distribution of intensity

versus energy instead of the discrete levels that should be expected and have

been obtained by others in this field.

Although no significant data was obtained with the radioactivB sources,

many tests were perforrned and many troubles were eliminated ttereby reducing the

possible factors which prevent the desired result. The stability of each unit was

determined so that the source or sources of ti*ouble remaining may ba^praaUzed

to individual components.


